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}A study was undertaken to determine students' . .

attitudes towara Native Americans befo're and after they toOk the 4

Native American studies courie developed through an'ESEA Title IV-C
CUrriculum DeveloOment Grant by the Alexander D. *Henderson University
School (ADHUS), a laboratory school on the campus of Florida Atlantic
University. To coniply with federal guidelines, Boca Raton Academy was
invited to participate in the study. Eighth grade classes at both
schools werAtargeted for the study. fo gauge.any shifts fn stpdents

*toward Native Ameticans afteriaving taken'the course, a p're- and
post-test instrument was admiti4stered to 127 students at the ADHUS

.and Boca Raton Academy. Questions were formulated And paired to
elicit stdent responses to five major issues in contemporary NatiVe

,

American life, such as freedom o Native Americans to liye where.they
please, rights and respongibili ies of citizenship, stereotypes of

,e Native Americans, etc. Faculty and staff conclusions and .

recommendations included the following: the data on attitude-shifts
were inconsistent and not always in.the direction expected; thec
subject matter depicting both hi-storical and contemporary Indian life
styles-in Florida was of high interest to middle school youth;and
the question remained, what is the appropriate position for the

,

Indian cultures course within the gocial stildies curriculum. (AH)
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The Alexander O. Henderson University School, a' laboratory schTool

on the campus of Florida Atlantid University, opened in 1968, as a result

of a private gift to the state of 1,4 million dol1ar,s by the widow of'the

school's naMesake. `The school serves students from Kindergarten through 14

the eighih grade in a setting/which endOurages ,research and development
A

activities seeking solutions to persistent problems 4n education.

RATIONALE

In the early 1970's a curriculum innovation prbject for middle

school students was begun. Briefly,, this project revised the standard

curriculum for sixth, seventh, and eighth greders into aTeries of
,

mini-courses which allowed the basic curriculum toThe covered in classes

' which met only three of four days a week:providing opportunity for a

variety of elective courses which would broden student understanding in

the tradrtional subjects, and permitting the introduction of a Wide range
4

of non-traditional topics-. Within this setting, ethnic studies courses

were developed by both the music and social studies faculty. One course

developed by a university fatuity member on 'Florida Indtian Cultures evolved

into a regular elective offering. 4 There was no common philosophkcal

rationale for these courses nor Were their objectives necessarily consistent

mith forthcoming NCSS guidelines.

In 1976 when the National Council for the Social Studies issued,

its position statement for Multiethnic Education, "three factors were cite4

as the basis for making multiethnic'education a necessity:

(1) ethnic pluralism is a societal reality that- influences the lives of

young people;

(2) in one way or another, individuals do acquire knowldge and beliefs,

sometimes invalid, atiout ethnic groups and ethnicity;

(3) beliefs and knowledge about ethnic groups limit the perspectives of -

many and make a difference, often a negative ifference% in the

opporiunitiet of members of ethnic groups.

The societal reality of,ethnic pluraesm is no where more evident

than in the diverse cultures of She south Florida area and events of the
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_Ite 1970's amply illustrated the necessity for improving cross cultural-

communi-eation and understanding. To bring balance and consistency to this

dimension of the curriculum, it waspdecided'to focus initially upon a
.

eevision of the Indian Cultures course. .

. ,

An Indian Cultures course is an ideal vehicle for introducing studenes '

to an in-dgpth study of another cultural gi-oup in the so th Florida setting.
., :. .

The Seminote and Miccosukee tribes have, long been acknowl dged for their

signif,icance in Florida history; many place names in the state.are sf

lndianorigin, and a Seminole appears on the state seal. Conqmporary '

t

SeminoN and Miccosukee fork arts and crafts are a readiiy identifiable

aspect of"Florida's tourist image. Moreover, because of their relabively

small numbers and a l

Lg
tradition of shunn7fng involvement with non-Indian

society, -the tribes a , viewed as a non-threatening minority'group. That is,
\ .

unlike many other minorities in.South Floriaa, they pose no major'threat

to the traditional social and economic equilibrium of the region. The

growing size aRd infiuence ofzthe Hispanic community, reaction within.the

indigenous Black community, and even the influx ofiiaitians and other

Caribbean Basin nationals have engendered strong feelings of resentment ,

within the dominant culture, making it difficult to undertake objective

study ci4these groups.xThis is not'to imply that attitudes toward Indians

are bias-free, but only, that'students are not as likely to reflect strongly

herd v4ews ;gained from home and community. Thus, if our commitment is eb
,

-develop educational 'programs whichecognize and respect ethnic uniqueness
/

an promott societal cohesiveness baked on the shared participatibn of

1-.....---'"----1

. -
.

lturally Aiverse peoples, it is perhaps ea,sier to begin with a group of

people wbo are not perceived as threatenimg to the students" basic values
,

or those of their parents.

CURRICULUM DESIGN

)
, .

(
In 1980. the Hendesonhool.applied for and received a competitive

ESEA Title IV-C Curriculum DeV.elopmeRt Grant from the,Florida Department
, .

_,....)

of Education in the amotiflt of $7,560. A curriculum developiment team was
,

.
. a

formed consisting of the Director of the Henderson School, university

faculty members, socia) studies teacbers,.medidspecialists, and outside

consultants. This team produced a set of course materials consisting of a

, textbook, workbook, and a media package containing slide/tape lecture
AO'
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modules as well as videotape interviews with native leaders.

To emphasize Indian perspectives on broad isssues of cultural and'

social change,pver time, a frame-of-Aference or. "inside out" approach

was utilized as a unifying theme. To achieve this goal, concepts from the

,social sciences 47re integrated into a presentation of problems cOnfronting

Florida trib'es from Paleo-Indians /) o the present. The focus throughout

the course was to place greater emphasis on Indian interpretations of

events in contrast to the Anglci-European,perspective of mo5t conventional

approaches. To maintian a cross-chek on the accuracy of the interpretations

presented, a strong commitment was made to involve'Native Americans in
-

the development of the course. This was easily accomplished because of the

proximity of the tido tribes to the Florida'Atlantic University campus, as ..

,

well as a long history of involvement in Indianiaffairs by.one member of

the Henderson team. The Florida Governor's Council on Indian Affairs, a

state leveA Commksion which includes the leadership of both federally

recognized tribes, monitored the progress of'the project and arranged for

Native.American readers., These readers critiqued materials and made

suggestions for revisions' in both factual content and interpretations cf/

......
.

Indian view points. Many tribal leaders also consented to videotaped

interviews which became part of the media package available for course use.

IMPLEMENTATION

To comply with ESEA, Title IV-C Guidelines, Boca Ra.con Academy, a

non-profit private school was invited to participate in the study. Faculty

and Administrators joined the writing team for planning sessions and the

cou'rse was included as a six week unit in all eighth grade Social Studies

classes at the Academy: At ADHUS "Florida's'Indians - A New Cultural

Perspective" was added as a six week mioi-course in frhe required eighth

. grade curriculum. All teachers involved advised the writing team regarding

appropriate utilization of textual materials in the cfasses.
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ATTITUDE SURVEY

To gauge any shifts-i. student attitudes toward Native Americans

after having taken tke course,a pre- and po:At- instrument was

administered to 127 students at the Henderson School and Boca Academy. .

4.

The instruffient is presented as Appendix'A. The questions-were

formulated and paired to elicit student responses to five major issues
1 A

in contemporary Native American life:

7_

.1

1 Items 1 and 6 deal with the freedom of Native

Arl\ir'-

ricans to lh'ie where they please. There is a

prevalent misconceoltion that'Indians are somehow

required to reside'on federal trust-lands, commonly

called "reservations," set aside for their use.

In actuafity, Indians ane feee to live any place

they choosetonsistent with their economic status.

It is frequently argued that reservatipns are

demeaning to Indians, seta them apart from the

"mainstream" of society, and retards their

assimilation into Ameriipan life. A counter-argument

might be that reservations have, in many

instances, provided Indic) tribes with'a.safe

enclave within which to retain their cultural

i.dentity, adapti.ng lid changing at tfreir own rate.

Indian lands have orten provided an economi.c base

for trial, 'development programs/ ranging froni-'1'

traditional farming and cattle raising to the sage

of water and mineral rights, and more recently the

opening of certain,tax-exempt enterprises. t

It was assumed that after discussing thkse issu'es in

the class, Students would tend to'disagree with ill,
-

and agree with #6.

410,
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Items 2 and 7 deal with the rights and respon-'

siblilities of citizenship'far Native Americans./
Since 1924 all Indians have had the:full rights

of U.S. citizenship coiferred by the Congress.

Indians are subject to,the some federal taxation

as other citizens, are obliged to .register for

the selective service system, and are subject to

jury duty in federal courts. Although )krom time

to time the rederal giovernment has opted not.to

vigorously enforce the laws, and some states have

historically abridged,their rights, Indians are

nevertheless citizens. PepWps the most dram9tic

evidence of Native Americans' willingness to

accept these responsibilities came during World

War II, when many served in the military. Today

many, Indians vote, hold public office, and pay

taxes like other citizens.

It was assumed that after discussing these issues

in the class, students would tend to agree with

#2 and disagree with #7.

3. Items 3 and 8 deal with the stereotype that

Native Americans ire incapable of managing their

personal arid tribal affairs, arid should be treated as

Wards of the government. Th.' paternalrstic view

was foster0 by the federal go ernmenifand

mi'ssionary soctieties during the 19th century,

When the tribes we.re in transitional state. -It

is highly questionable'whether the tribes still

need a government,bureaucracy to oversee th

lives today; however, there are still cer areas

where technical expertise must be provided by the .

federal governmeRt updn request of the tYibes.

t'

4.

4
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'Although it is a historic fact Xhat, Indians,were

61. encouraged to overindulge in alcohol by white traders;

a folk myth evolved that Indianspavefra peculiar
k

propensity toward alcolpolism whiich "may be physip-

logically.based. In truth, the prevblent problem

of.alcoholism among,Native Americans can perhaps

be attributed more to the economic and social

.,despair.of their eAksten*ce 66*an to any inherited

-tendencies. In either.case, it:is the Indians'

right to rchase Or.not purchase alcohol as he

wishes.

/I
It was assumed that after discussing these issues
. .

in the class, students would rend to agree with #3

and disagree with #8.
,

Items 4 and 9 deal with the Widely held'belief

' 4- that Native Americans, as wards of the government,

are tndividually subsidized. While federally recognized

tribes receive certain benefits.such as roads, medical

care, and schooling, individual Indivs receive no

direct supPorf. Some Indian families do draw -

government fuhds as rental payments for the.individual

allotments grantei.d to their ancestors when the .

tribes were removed to the West in the419th century.,

Similarly, incomes from oil leases .and royalties go to

some Indian families, but they represent a miniscule
\ .

s fractioh of the population. The average Indian is

,responsible for his own economic surVival whether he fives
. .

on or off-reservation. Indian tribes enjoy the status

of "domestic dependentknations" living on federaliltrust

lands, which allows them Ito operate enterpr:

1

es free

rof state and local, taxes.

/Cr

1.

/2.

.77
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- It was assumed that after disussing these issues

in the class, students wbuld tend to agree with #4,

.and disagree with #5.

5. Otems 5 and 10 relpte to the ongoing contrtversey

over bilingual instruction for Native Americans and

other linguistiiminorities. Indian children appear

,to profit from certain programs of bilingual

instruction when the main emphasis is to work

through the native tongue to entnce their learning

English'. Unfortunately, the'evidence of success

is not clear and there are contradictory findings

from di.fferent programs. Moreover, the real issue

is moee political arid philosophicfl than one based

upon educational and linguistic find4ngs. Those

hoebscribe t,o a 'Melting Pot" theory se.e the

in oduction, or more accurateliy the rete tion,

of native languages and customs as being entially

drvis -the hOld l'hat a primary functij,en of

educ-ation hould be.cultural assimilation of all

groups. Many Native Americans realize that it is

impossible to retain their traditional culture

unimpaired; they also feel lat bilingual education

at least giVes an equal emP,hasis to their traditional .

language while their children learn EnTeish. It is,

essentially a trade-off between old ways and adjusting

to the modern world.

It was.asS'umed,that after discussing4these issues

in the clasg, students would tend td'agree with

poth #5 and #1*0. ft

.9

b.
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Findings

The t-test for correlated samples was utilized to test for significant

changes from the pre- ta post-test for,students in the Alexander D. Henderson

University Schdol (ADHUS) and Boca Raton Academy (BA).' Tke .05 levei of

signif4cance was set as requisite for the rejection of the null hypothesis.
1 .k

TABLE 1

Means and t-values for items 2.add 5

Showing Si-gnificant Changes Among-Laboratory School Siudents

Item 2

Indians should have to pay

taxes like ev ryone e i se.

Item 5

'Indians should not-be-taught

iry both their awn *language

'and English.

I

.

ADHUS Students
ir

Boys

di rls

.

Pre.

7

4

4 .

3.95

Post

7

.3.86

4.39

.3.37

t

.695

1.51

, 2,36e,

0
Pre.

4

3.78

4.21

,

Post

-

335

. 3.28

T.47

3.21**
.

1.58

2.93* t

* p < .05

** p, < .01
.

.

/

Table 1 summarizes the means and t-values for items on which laboratory

school boys and girls Showed si-jnificant changes., The lab.school .girls showed
, ..

a significant decrease in agreement with the statement, "Indians shouid have to
, k

pay taxes like everyone else" (p < .05). Their pre-test mean Was 3.95, while

their post-test mean was 3..37. The lab school boys, on the other hand, increased

theix agreement with\the statement'(pre-test X = 4 and post-test T= 4.39), but
.

i
the increase w t s.not statistically significant. ADHUS students showed a signi-

a
ficant decline In disagreement with the statement, "Indians should not be taught

/

, in both their own language and English" (p < .01). This decline was significant
i k

among the lib school girls who had a mean of 4.21 on the pre-test and 3.47 on
1

I
r.:(trzv

.4 mut LLt ? c:,c1
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the-post-test (p < .01). e,ADHUS boys alsopexhibited a decline in disagreement

with this item (pre-test = 3.76 and post-test 7= 3.28), but the difference was

not significant.
ear

TABLE 2

Means and tl.values for items 3 and 6

Showing Si9nificant Changes Among Boca Academy Students

item 3 item 6

Indians should be allowed to Indians should be able to live

- purchase alcoholic beve'rages.y. wherever they please.,"

Pre Post Pre Post

. 7 / 7 t

BA Students 4.16 4.01 1,27 4.23 4.01 2.06*
' .

Boys 4.36 3.87 2.76** 4:19 3,9.8 - 1'1.26

Girls 3.904 4.16 1-39 . 4.27 4.04, ,' 1.75

* p < .05
1

i
-** p < .01

.

Table 2 summarizes ,the means and t-ratios for two of the four items on which
.

Bocaikademy stadent,showed significant changes. cdot decline in agreement with the

statement, "Indians, should be allowed tojpurchase alcoholic beverages," was

observed among Boca Academy boys (p < .01). The pre-tesi mean was -4.36, while-
.

the post-test mean agreement dropped to 3.87. The Bock Academy ts alscY

showed a significant decline in agreement-with the statement, "InOian lshould 14

able to live wherever they pjease" (p < .05). The mean on the pre-test was 4.23

while the post-test mean was 4.01. This indicates that there was still a basic.

.

(
agreement withthe item.even though the decrease was stat1 istically siiltficAnt.

,

. ,45 .

This declinewas observed when the data
l
for boys 'and girls was analyzeetogether,

but was not statistically significant when the data was analyzed separately for
0

each sex.

proT rfl/DV I1
tO.Oi a k itt tr.

.11
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jTAB LE 3

Means and t-values for Items 8 and 10

Showing Significant Changes Among Boca Academy Students

BA Students

Boys

'Girls

*p < .05

**p < .0

Item 8

\ Indians should have a federal

-agent to manage their business

affairs.

Pre Post

Item 10

Indians should retain their

traditional religious and

cultural values.

Pre Post

x.

3.42 3.05 2.90** 3.83 3.83 0

3.43 3.06 2.12* 4.06 3.72 2.18*

3.42 1.97 3.6/ 3.96 1.45.

h

Academy boys (p < .054- and leproached, but did notgreach, significance amo the
0

Boqa Academy girls. Boca Acedemy boys Showed a signifiqant decline 16 agreement

Table:3:.contains the tdeOns and t-values for the

Boca Academy students exhibited significant changes.

remaining two items on which

Boca Academy students showed

a significant decline in di*agreement with the statement, "Indians should have 44
a federNagent to manage their buswess affairs," (p < .0t) with ISA-test meah"

4 a r)

of13.42 and a post-test mean of 3.05. This decline was significant among Bcp.qa

with the statement "Indians should retain

i1.71/a1kies" (p < .05). 'The pre-test 6an was

The Coca Academy girls; on the3.7?.

agreement

,oz

I.

witfi7

,

Is statement, but.it wa
,

AO'

their traditional religious and cultural

4.06, while post-eest mean agreement

other hand, showed an increase in

not statistically -significant.' .

1

P revr rao.ply ALT" te

Ual Wel
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TMOugh .not an integral part of the study, uilivariate analyses of variance

were also condutted on bbth the pre-fest and posc-test between-sexes and between
.

the two schoqls. The,Tirldingp between sexes were as follows:

Boys were significantly higher than girls on'the post-test Ihiagrpemenewitb

the statement, "Indians should have to'pay taxes like everyon4else" (p < .01).

Further anatysis indicated that laboratory school boys were significantry higher

than lab school girls in agreemept with this statement (p'_51.61),. No sinificant

differences were observed on this item between Boca Academy boys and Boca Academy

girls, although the mean for thlitoys'(i= 4.22).was higher than that for the.

girls (T= 3.8).

Girls were significantly higher thani.boys pr.' both the pre-test and post-test

in agreement with the item, "Indians should be aLlowed to run tax-exempt businesses

on their land .(p < .05). ..These.differences were obtaioed between Boca Academy

boys and girls (p .05), but no differences were observed between lab school

boys and girls on this item. In all instances, howevef, extent of "agreement"

averaged from "disagree" to "not sure."
.

Girls were significantly higher-than boys on the post-test in agreement with

the statement, "Indians should retain their traditional religious and cultural

values" (p < .05). Upon further -ensysis, this difference was obseryed between

lab school boys and girls (p < 45), but not between Boca Acadefiy boyiliand girls.

Boca Academy boys were significantly higher than Boca Academy girls on the

pre-test in agreement with the statement "Indians should be allowed to purchase

alcoholic beverages (p < .05), however, no differences were observed betweem them

on the post-test. Boca Academy boys showed significant disagreement with Boca

Academy girls on Ihe post-test on the statement, "Indians shoUfZ'kt have to

,serve on juries or in the military" (p < .05).

i,The following results between the Henderson laboratory school and Bo

Academy were obtained:

ADHUS students were signifiCantly higher, than Boca Academy students on the

pre-test in disagreement with the statement,'"Indians'shou d not be taughtcin

both their awn language and English" (p < .05). No difejence between schools

was observed on the post-test.

Boca Academy students were sigificantly higher than ADHUS students on the

post-test in disagreeing with the statement, "Ihdians should not have to serve on

juries or in the military" (p < .05) with means of 4.27 and 3.81 respectively.

13
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DISCUSSION

I.,

,

At the-conclusion of,
c

the Indian CUltureg curriculum development
1 /

project, the faculty team presented the following conclusions and recom-
*/,

MendatioDs-:
`.

1. ,The data on attitude shifts was inconsistent and not always in

the direction eXpeJted by the authors. Items showing more than one
,

significant difference; e.g., .from pre- to post- test and between sexes and

between schools, invotved the payment of taxes, the purchase of alcoholic

beverages, teaching in the native language and English, and the

of traditional cultural and religious values.
I *f

It is sugges-ted that a knowledge measure be included in future ,

applications of the curriculum as changes in the cognitive/domain are likely

. to be achieved more rapidly and consistently than attitudinal changes whiCh

. include both a cognitive and affective (feeling) qomponent.

2: Feedback from students and facuJty confirmed that the subject

matter was of high interest to middle school youth. StInts were especially

responsive to the media package which depicted both hitlorical and contem-

porary Indian'life styles in Florida. The frame-of-reference Oproach

6ncoUraged the students to place themselves in the, place of the Indian when

corifropting significant challenges to his values and lifestyle. The skill

to role play from the perspective of another, culture should remain a major

thrust in the course, as it can later be transferred to the study of other
s

ethnic minorities. The ability to'internalize the views and values of

another group, to place ones self in their position rather than merely .

understanding what their position was, develops an empathetic quality of
0./

thinking,which is crucial to true multi-ethnic aHd cross-cultural education

s

in the classroom.

r-4,---3. There remains a question of what is the apptopriate position
--,.,

for the Indian Cultures course within the social tstudies curriculum. ,Fo//--
/

the purpose of this curriculum development project it was treated as a

'six weeks unict in the regular social studies. If in thefuture a more
,

general unit 4 developed as an introduction to studying other cultures,
/ ....

tlaen the Indian Cultures course may well be returned to its original role

as an in-clepth enrichment element.
.

c 1 4
J.

,
..

1,

"?

1

.

,
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4.. The distussion of ehis etihnic studies pebject was most,apropos

to the theme of the 1982 NALS meetirfg in Mouston. The presence of a

laboratory-schpol on a university campus does make a,difference.. For

the laboratory school, the-facil4ties and services of the university'.s

media and library Opartments provtd professional assistance in

preparation of course niterials. At the laboratory school,.administrative

and curricular flexibility welcolied university..erofessor fo the

classroom. Cooperation of this kind is a key to continued 'growt

tlaborgtory schools. ,

(

M"

44

15
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APPENDIX A

NATIVE AMERICAN ATTITUDE SURVEY

We are interested in xour opinions about some

statements concerning Native Americans. There

are no right Or wrong answers, and no grade

will be assigned: Take your time and respond

to each question using one of the fOlowing
4

choices:
4

a. Strongly agree

b. Agree

c. Not sure

d. Disagree

e. Strong19 disagree

4
e.

4*-

1. Lndiah reservatins should not be retained because they isolate Indians
4

from other Americans. Iss,

2. Indians should have to pay taxes'like'everyone else.

3. Indians should be allowed to purchase alcotholiC' beverages.

4. Indians should be allowed to run tax-exempt businesses on their land.

5. Indians should not be taught in '6oth their own-language and English.

6. Indians should be able to live wherever they please.

7. Indians should not have to serve on.juries or in the military.

8. Indians should have a federal Agent to manage their business affairs.

9. Indians should not receive special economic assistance from the

federal government.

10. Indians should retain their traditional religious and cultural values.
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